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Abstract

In this thesis the tuning and implementation of an Extended Kalman Filter

(EKF) for a sensorless drive working with arbitrary hybrid stepper motors

and long cables is considered. A method to tune the filter using a set of

data acquired from the real system is proposed. From this data set, the

system parameters and the EKF’s covariance matrices are estimated.

The hardware and software implementation of the EKF in the drive is

also described, with specific emphasis on the code optimization steps that

are necessary to execute the filter at the desired sampling rate. Moreover

the developed drive’s data acquisition capabilities and the experimental

testbench used for tuning and validating of the filter are discussed. Experi-

mental results prove the effectiveness of the tuning method and the efficacy

of its implementation.
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Introduction

The European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) is an interna-

tional organization whose mission is to provide for collaboration among

European States in nuclear research of a pure scientific and fundamental

character. It was established in 1954, as one of the first European joint

ventures. It has since been the scene of important scientific breakthroughs

and discoveries.

Nuclear researchers nowadays are faced with exciting and peculiar en-

gineering challenges to build the highly sophisticated machines and infra-

structures needed for their experiments. Most of the technological return to

society produced at CERN comes from these challenges. The World-Wide

Web as well as the capacitive touch screen both first saw the light in the

CERN facilities astride the French-Swiss border.

In 2000 the operation of the Large Electron-Positron collider (LEP)

came to an end after more then 10 years. The construction of the Large

Hadron Collider (LHC), the largest, most powerful and most expensive

scientific instrument ever built, started in the very same year.

The LHC is a circular particle accelerator and, as for all machines of

this kind, needs a collimation system to block particles flying off their tra-

jectories. These particles are highly energetic and if they are not properly

collected they can seriously damage the accelerator. A collimation system

is the module that collects these potentially harmful particles. It comprises

some moving parts that need to be actuated with high precision inside the

tunnel. Stepper motors are used for this purpose.

1
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It is impossible to locate electronic sensors inside the tunnel due to the

very high radioactivity of the environment. This results in the unavailability

of direct measurements of motor state components. Furthermore, indirect

information of the motor state is available only in a very corrupted form.

In its 50 years history the Kalman filter has proven to be a workhorse

of linear estimation and an overwhelming number of research papers have

addressed its many properties and domains of applications. Nevertheless

only a few of these papers cover its implementation and the tuning of its

parameters.

This thesis concerns the application of an Extended Kalman filter to the

position estimation of the LHC collimation system actuators. Some novel

requirements and techniques will be presented that allow a remarkable state

tracking performance to be achieved even in harsh environments such as

particle accelerators. A particular attention will be devoted to an automatic

procedure to automatically tune all the filter parameters and a number of

implementation details. These results, despite being developed to solve a

very specific problem, can find application in a variety of domains where it is

impossible to locate sensors in the proximity of the actuators; these include

high temperature environments, underwater and radioactive settings.

The thesis is organized as follows, the first chapter introduces the LHC

collimation project and gives some details on the mechanics of the collim-

ation system. Chapter 2 presents the details of the particular problem we

wish to solve, in the next chapter the main system architecture is laid out

and detailed and a possible solution that does not use and Extended Kalman

filter is introduced. Chapter 4 presents a solution based on the Extended

Kalman filter; after a brief summary of the filter’s equations, the architec-

ture presented in Chapter 3 is extended to include the closed loop observer.

Chapter 5 presents the of the automatic parameter tuning procedure, the

following chapter presents some experimental results and finally, Chapter 7

draws the conclusions of this thesis and highlights the main contributions.



1 The LHC Collimation Project

We’ve learned from experience
that the truth will come out.

Richard P. Feynman

The CERN accelerating complex is described along with

its basic principle of operation. The LHC collimators and

their actuation system are introduced.

CERN is the European Organization for Nuclear Research, the world’s

largest particle physics centre. It sits astride the French-Swiss border near

Geneva. CERN is a laboratory where scientists from all over the world,

gathered in various international collaborations, study the building blocks

of matter and the forces that hold them together.

Founded in 1954, the laboratory was one of Europe’s first joint ventures

and now includes 20 member states. The mission for this organization is to

provide for collaboration among European countries in research of a pure

and fundamental character.

Various machines enhanced the accelerating complex after the initial

Proton Synchrotron (PS) accelerator. The SPS (Super Proton Synchrotron)

provided enough energy to allow the discovery of the weak force bosons W+,

W−, Z0 for which Prof. Carlo Rubbia and Eng. Simon Van der Meer were

attributed the Nobel Prize in 1984. The LEP (Large Electron Positron),

whose energy in the center of mass topped 209 GeV in 2000, provided

3
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high precision measurements for the aforementioned particles. The Large

Hadron Collider (LHC), where the first collisions at 7 TeV in the center of

mass took place on 30th March 2010, is currently the most powerful particle

accelerator ever built. It is a circular accelerator installed in the 27 km long

tunnel that hosted LEP until late 2000.

Figure 1.1: Aerial view of the CERN area with SPS (inner circle) and LHC
(outer circle) accelerators overdrawn.

The LHC accelerates two proton beams travelling in opposite directions

at almost the speed of light. Each beam is made of proton bunches, essen-

tially long cylinders of a proton gas with a section of a few microns. The

LHC is foreseen to be fully operational by 2012 when it will collide 2808

bunches per beam each of 1.15 × 1011 protons, reaching a nominal lumin-

osity1 of 1034cm−2s−1 with a β∗ of 2 0.5 m and an energy of 14 TeV in

the center of mass [1]. The two counter rotating beams are accelerated in

Radio Frequency (RF) cavities, then steered and squeezed to collide at the

four interaction points, where four detectors (ATLAS, CMS, ALICE and

LHCb) are installed. The experiments are designed to study a wide range of

1The luminosity of a particle accelerator is the number of interactions per unit surface
per unit time.

2β∗ is the distance from the interaction point where the beam section has twice the
radius it will have at the interaction point. It is an important figure of performance for
particle accelerators for a number of reasons.
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fundamental physics: proof for the Higgs boson existence, Super Symmetry,

the reason why in our universe we see more matter than anti-matter, and

the physics of the Bottom-Quark are only a few of the questions the LHC

may answer.

1.1 Circular Particle Accelerators

1.1.1 Principles of operation

The LHC, as all particle circular accelerators, uses electromagnetic fields

to give a charged particle high kinetic energy (i.e. a big momentum in the

direction of motion) and to keep it from drifting away from its closed orbit.

A particle of charge q and momentum p through an electromagnetic field

is subject to the Lorentz’s force:

F =
dp

dt
= q(E + v ×B) (1.1)

The electric field E changes the particle trajectory and speed so it can

be used to accelerate and decelerate particles. A constant magnetic field B,

normal to the particle velocity, alters the trajectory leaving the modulus

of the momentum unchanged. In the LHC, particles are accelerated in

RF cavities with an electric field applied in the direction of motion, 1232

magnetic dipoles (see fiure 1.2) guide the particles on the reference circular

orbit applying a magnetic field that counteracts the centrifugal forces to

ensure beam stability, 360 quadrupoles focus the beams to keep a proper

intensity and size.

The bending dipole field intensity is determined by the desired orbit’s

curvature and particles’ energy E. At the equilibrium, Lorentz’s force must

balance the centrifugal forces that are driving the particles away from their

reference path. In the LHC, particle beams circulate practically at the

speed of light c so the equilibrium condition results in:
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Figure 1.2: An LHC dipole junction.

|B| = Ev

ρc2q
=

E

ρcq
(1.2)

An 8.33 T magnetic field is needed in order to have a beam with a

curvature radius ρ of 2803 m an energy of 7 TeV per beam (the nominal

desired energy for the LHC) in a machine that accelerates protons, with a

charge q of 1.6×10−19 C. A similar reasoning can be used to calculate the

233 T/m quadrupoles gradient necessary to achieve the equilibrium. These

high field intensities can only be achieved with superconducting magnets.

1.2 Beam cleaning and collimation

1.2.1 Beam features

Particles traveling in a circular accelerator drift from their reference orbit.

The magnets used to correct these errors present “field erosors” and thus,

despite this effort, particle deviation from their desired path is not negli-

gible. This orbit excursion has to be limited to a RMSE of 4 mm for the

LHC. A larger error could lead to serious damages to the accelerator itself

as highly energetic particles would crash into a part of the machine called
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the injection ring. A natural spread in momentum results in a different in-

teraction of each particle with the dipole field yielding an energy dispersion

∆E whose ratio to the nominal energy must not exceed 10−4.

1.2.2 Design goals

Due to their unprecedented energy content, LHC beams are highly destruct-

ive. The superconducting magnets used for acceleration and bending could

quench, at 7 TeV , if as little energy density as 30 mJ/cm−3 was laid on their

coils. Nevertheless beam losses cannot be completely avoided. A “primary

beam halo” is continuously filled by various processes and the beam lifetime

is in fact finite.

An effective beam collimation system is therefore needed to guarantee

the following features:

1. Effective cleaning of the beam halo during the whole LHC beam cycle.

2. Suppression of halo-induced backgrounds for the physics experiments.

3. Generation of an abort trigger if abnormal beam loss at the collima-

tion point is detected.

4. Beam tails scraping and halo population diagnostics.

5. Cleaning of abort gap to avoid spurious quenches after normal beam

dump operation.

6. Reliability and robustness both in normal and abnormal operation.

To fulfill these specifications, innovative technologies and materials such

as carbon-carbon composites are used.
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1.3 Mechanical design and actuation

system

Collimators in the LHC need to be mechanically robust but at the same

time long, and allow a very precise positioning. The basic idea used for the

design is rather simple: two long carbon-carbon composite bars are moved,

as a jaw, to tighten or widen the gap between them (the collimation gap),

where the beam will pass. The minimum gap size of 0.5 mm and the beam

size of 200 µm RMS at the collimators imply tight mechanical tolerances.

The absolute opening of the collimation gap is safety critical and must be

known with good precision at all times. Settings reproducibility is also

necessary to avoid lengthy re-optimizations that cannot be afforded.

Figure 1.3: Section of a Collimator Assembly.

Each bar in the jaw is independently actuated by two stepping motors

to allow lateral displacement (with a nominal stroke of 30 mm) and tilt

adjustment. Each motor directly drives, via a roller screw/nut set, a table

that provides the precise positioning of the jaw supporting axle. A return

spring ensures a semi-automatic back driving in case of power supply failure.
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1.3.1 Hybrid stepping motors

Hybrid stepping motors are used as actuators for the LHC collimators [2].

These are electrical motors without commutators. Windings are placed on

the stator poles and a permanent magnet is mounted on the rotor. Teeth

on the rotor provide a preferred path for the magnetic flux.

Figure 1.4: A Hybrid stepping motor.

Torque is produced in hybrid stepping motors exploiting the interac-

tion between the magnetic field induced by the stator windings and the

permanent magnet on the rotor.



2 Problem Formulation

Engineers like to solve
problems. If there are no
problems handily available they
will create their own problems.

Scott Adams

The system and its settings are presented. The motor

model is introduced and the cable is described with its ef-

fects. The designed and realized driver is introduced along

with an open-loop observer based solution.

The LHC tunnel, where the collimators stepping motors are installed, is

a highly radioactive environment; it is thus impossible to install the driver

in situ. A vast literature exists on the damages caused by radiation to

electronics [3], [4], [5], [6].

In general, to avoid phenomena such as single event upsets, single tran-

sient upsets or the undesired generation of low impedance paths between

the power supply potential and ground, it is desirable to avoid the employ-

ment of non radiation-hard electronics in a radioactive environment. For

these reasons it has been decided to locate the driver and its sensors in

radioactivity-safe zones, at a distance that varies between 100 m and 1 km

from the motor. Driver and motor phases are connected by long cables.

These cables act as a good source for electromagnetic radiation. The

power spectrum of these emissions has to be negligible at low frequencies

10
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Driver

Long Cable

Motor

Figure 2.1: Driver-Motor set up.

to avoid causing major problems for neighbouring electronics. To achieve

this requirement, the control action is delivered to the motor via a PWM

signal, a standard technique for motor drives as explained in [7], [8] and [9],

with a relatively high frequency for the rising edge: 50 kHz.

This last solution leads to a new serious issue: the long cables act as

transmission lines at these high PWM frequency, thus provoking an effect

called ringing explained in section 2.2.

Referring to figure 2.1 our system is naturally split into three subsys-

tems: the stepping motor, the cable and the driver.

2.1 Hybrid Stepping Motor Model

2.1.1 Qualitative description and torque expression

As mentioned before, the torque in hybrid stepping motors is produced by

the interaction between the magnetic field induced in the stator windings

with an exciting current and the permanent magnet in the rotor.

The controlled variables are the two currents that flow in the stator

windings as shown in figure 2.2. By changing their amplitude and direction

we can vary polarity and intensity of the induced magnetic flux. Let us

focus exclusively on Pole 1 and 2 in the figure for the sake of simplicity.

When, as shown in the figure, a current is flowing counterclockwise in

the winding of Pole 1, while Pole 2 winding is left open, Pole 1 becomes an

S pole and the tooth pitches connected to the N pole of the rotor will tend
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Figure 2.2: A cross section of a two phases hybrid stepping motor.

to align to it. Conversely, if from this latter configuration, we open Pole 1

winding and excite with a clockwise current Pole 2, the S pole rotor tooth

pitches will align to Pole 2.

If we keep forcing this pattern for the motor phase currents we obtain the

full-step excitation sequence reported in table 2.1. In case of no load torque,

the shaft will move by one step (defined as the angular displacement between

two subsequent tooth pitches) at each change in the phases’ currents. A

precise positioning is guaranteed, at least at steady state, by the presence

of small tooth pitches on the rotor.

The intensity of the induced magnetic field is proportional to the amp-

litude of the current flowing through the phase and, therefore, so is the

magnitude of the produced torque. The instantaneous value of the torque

produced by each pole will also depend on the angular displacement between

the stator poles and the rotor tooth pitches. More precisely, the produced

electromagnetic torque is:
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Position iA iB

1 Imax 0
2 0 −Imax
3 −Imax 0
4 0 Imax

Table 2.1: Full step phase excitation sequence.

τEM = −KmimotA sin(pθ) +KmimotB cos(pθ) (2.1)

where the constant Km relates the phase current to the produced mo-

ment of force and is one of the motor parameters, θ is the shaft angular

position, p is the number of rotor pitches per quarter turn and imotA and

imotB are the currents flowing in the stator poles.

The so called Cogging torque, that takes into account the detent mo-

ment, due to the interaction between the rotor magnet and the stator poles,

when no current is flowing through the latter, has the following expression

(see [10] and [11]):

τdetent = −Tdm sin(2pθ + φ). (2.2)

being Tdm, the detent torque constant, another motor characteristic fig-

ure.

To complete the expression for the torque, the shaft is subject to, we

shall consider, a viscous friction term τvf = −Bω and a static friction term:

τsf = −Csign(ω) where ω. is the shaft angular velocity.

2.1.2 The motor electrical part description

The motor electrical part can be modelled as the RL circuit shown in fig-

ure 2.3, with input umotj and a voltage generator ej to model the Back

Electromagnetic Force (Back EMF).
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−
umotj
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imotj L

+
ej

−

Figure 2.3: Equivalent circuit of the motor electrical part.

The Back EMF is due to the fact that our rotor is a magnet and there-

fore, from Maxwell’s third equation, a sinusoidal voltage is induced in the

motor phases when the shaft is moving.

2.1.3 The complete model for a hybrid stepping

motor

Symbol Description Units

imotj Phase current A
R Phase winding resistance Ω
L Phase winding inductance H
ej Back EMF V
umotj Control action V
J Rotor inertia Nms2

B Viscous friction coefficient Nms
ω Rotor angular velocity rad/s
Tdm Detent torque constant Nm
θ Rotor angular position rad
τL Load torque Nm
Km Electromagnetic torque constant Nm/A
C Static friction coefficient Nm

Table 2.2: Used symbols for the motor model.

If we synthesize the expressions we have derived so far in this section
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and solve the circuit shown in figure 2.3 for the motor phase current, we

can derive the complete model for a hybrid stepping motor described by

equations 2.3 and 2.4. All parameters and variables are summarized in

table 2.2 with their units of measurement.

L
dimotj
dt

= −Rimotj − ej + umotj for j = A,B (2.3)

J
dω

dt
= −Bω − Tdm sin(2pθ + φ)− τL
−KmimotA sin(pθ) +KmimotB cos(pθ)

− Csign(ω)

dθ

dt
= ω (2.4)

with

eA = −Kmω sin(pθ)

eB = Kmω cos(pθ)

The mechanical behaviour is described as the rotation of a rigid body

of inertia J driven by a combination of the torques described above and

subject to an unknown load torque τL.

A more formal derivation of this description can be found in [11] and [10].

For a more exhaustive qualitative explanation of the principle of operation

see [12] and [13].

2.1.4 Stepping modes and third harmonic correction

Carefully adjusting the two phase currents it is possible to move a rotor

tooth between two poles. An intuitive representation of the values needed

for the two phase currents to achieve this configuration is the phasor dia-

gram.
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Figure 2.4: Phasor diagram for the half-step mode.

An example is shown in figure 2.4. From table 2.1 we can see that

selecting only positions 1,3,5, and 7 and defining the circle radius as Imax

we obtain the phasor diagram for the full step mode. Considering also the

even positions, instead, we obtain a diagram for the so-called half step mode,

where we are aligning the rotor teeth both to the stator poles and halfway

between them. Obviously, adding more and more available configurations

to the excitation scheme we can obtain the 1/4 step mode, the 1/8 step

mode and so on.

Defining fs as the stepping frequency, (i.e., the frequency at which a

step request is generated), we can write the law to generate a reference for

the two currents:

ia(t) = Imax[sin(2πm
fs
4
t)] (2.5)

ib(t) = Imax[cos(2πm
fs
4
t)] (2.6)

where m = 1/2, 1/4 . . . according to the stepping mode.

It has been experimentally shown that a better performance in terms of
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positioning capabilities is achieved if this reference generating law is chosen

instead:

ia(t) = Imax[(1− α) sin(2πm
fs
4
t) + α sin(2πm3

fs
4
t)] (2.7)

ib(t) = Imax[(1− α) cos(2πm
fs
4
t) + α cos(2πm3

fs
4
t)] (2.8)

Henceforth, we will refer to α as the third harmonic correction.

2.2 The long cable model

As mentioned above, our driver delivers its control action through a PWM

signal in a long cable. It also reads the feedback current on the driver side.

Although we are wishing to control the motor phase current imotj we

only have access to the driver side current idrvj . This current is the result

of the superposition of two components: the motor side current and the

ringing effect due to the PWM signal in the long cable. An example of this

effect is presented in figure 2.5 where data acquired with two LEM-ClipOn

Current Transducer and a LeCroy WaveRunner oscilloscope are presented.

2.2.1 Long cable model

To be able to control the motor side current, some kind of observer is needed

for the controller to operate properly. In other words, we need an estimator

for the motor side current imot, given observations of the driver side current

idrv.

[̂imotj(k)|idrvj(k − 1) . . . idrvj(k −N)] (2.9)

An open-loop estimator has been chosen for this specific task. More

specifically, a linear digital IIR filter (so that N in equation 2.9 is the

order of a linear filter) is used to approximate the transfer function Gest(z)

between idrvj and imotj , more explicitly:
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Figure 2.5: An example of the superposed ringing effect with a cable length
of 360 m. Both imotA and idrvA are shown.

Z{[̂imotj(k)|idrvj(k − 1) . . . idrvj(k −N)]} = Gest(z)Z{idrvj(k)} (2.10)

Where the quantity Z{s(k)} denotes the Z-transform of the discrete

signal s(k).

To design such a filter, an accurate model of the motor-cable system

in the frequency domain of interest has been derived, following standard

transmission lines theory (see among others [14]). The expression for Gest

will now be derived in continuous time.

A transmission line can be modeled with the equivalent circuit shown

in figure 2.6, where:

Zt1 = Zt2 = Z0[coth(γ0h)− csch(γ0h)]

Zt3 = Z0csch(γ0h)

γ0 =
√

(r + j2πfl)(g + j2πfc)

Z0 =

√
r + j2πfl

g + j2πfc
(2.11)
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idrvj
Zt1 Zt2

Zt3

imotj

ZLoad

Figure 2.6: Equivalent circuit of a transmission line.

Where the symbols summarized in table 2.3 are used.

Symbol Description Measured value Units

h Cable Length 0.1-1.0 km
r Nominal cable resistance 23 Ω/km
l Nominal cable inductance 0.6 mH/km
c Nominal cable capacitance 48.7 nF/km
g Nominal cable conductance Negligible (2πfc� g) S/km

Table 2.3: Used symbols for the transmission line model.

Referring to figure 2.6 we are looking for the transfer function between

the current îmotj entering in ZLoad and the current idrvj entering Zt1. Using

the current divider rule, and neglecting a certaing component from ej, which

are negligible at standard stepping speeds, the transfer function results in:

Gest =
imotj
idrvj

=
Zt3

Zt2 + Zt3 + ZLoad
(2.12)

After some manipulations and simplifications of common terms (see

[15]), an expression for the motor side current estimator can be obtained as

follows:

Gest =
Z0

Z0 cosh(γ0h) + ZLoad sinh(γ0h)
(2.13)
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In our case ZLoad is the equivalent impedance of the motor. A satis-

factory model for the stepping motor electrical part has been found to be

more complex than the one shown in figure 2.3 and described by equation

2.3. In fact a pole has to be added to the equivalent impedance to take

into account the iron losses (basically the effects of eddy currents in the

motor stator poles) that play a non negligible role at high frequencies. An

equivalent circuit for this model is shown in figure 2.7.

−
umotj

+

R

imotj

Ril Lil

L

+
ej

−

Figure 2.7: Equivalent circuit of the motor’s electrical part including iron
losses.

Values for Lil and Ril have been found fitting experimental data to

this model as explained in [16]. Considering that Ril � R and defining

Leq
.
= LLil/(L+ Lil) the following expression can be found:

ZLoad(s) ≈
R + Leqs

1 + Leq

Ril
s

(2.14)

2.3 The hardware prototype and the

implemented control scheme

Because of the structure of hybrid stepping motors, it is common practice

to close the control loop on the motor phase current (see [11] and [10]). In
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the case of no external load torque, precise relative positioning of the shaft

is guaranteed, at least at steady state, by the presence of teeth on the rotor.

Moreover this control scheme is the only directly applicable one in our

case if we recall that no sensor (such as quadrature encoders) can be put

on the motor.

Figure 2.8: The prototype board.

The control scheme has been implemented on a PCB board based on a

Texas InstrumentsTMDSP. The board layout design, prototyping and real-

ization has been carried out completely using CERN facilities.

2.3.1 The TMS320F28335 DSP

The core of the board, where the actual control algorithm is implemented, is

a Texas InstrumentsTMTMS320F28335 DSP. The choice of this component

has been driven by its ease of programming, availability of on-chip peri-

pherals (including an FPU) and its high clock frequency: its features are

summarized in table 2.4.
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Feature Performance

Peak MMACS 150
FPU Yes
Clock Frequency (MHz) 150
RAM 68 KB
Flash EEPROM 512 KB
PWM 18 Ch.
QEI 2 Ch.
ADC 16 Ch. 12 bits
ADC Conversion Time 80 ns
I2C 1 Ch.
UART 3 SCI
GPIO 88 pins
Timers 3 32-bit CPU Timers

Table 2.4: Texas InstrumentsTMTMS320F28335 Features

2.3.2 The Feedback Loop and Actuator

implementation

Two LEM LTSR-6TMcurrent transducers are mounted on the PCB. Each

transducer provides an output that goes through an anti-aliasing filter and

then to an ADC channel on the DSP. This circuit implements the feedback

path.

The actuator delivers the desired control action via two full MOSFET

H-bridges (one for each phase) as the one shown in figure 2.9. The Motor

Phase block here represents a phase winding (see figure 2.2). The four

MOSFET gates are controlled directly using the PWM channels available

on the DSP.

The four fly-back diodes allow the easy implementation of a fast dis-

charge scheme when needed. If, for example, a positive current is flowing

through the phase (through Q2 and Q3) and we suddenly open all the MOS-

FETs the current can still flow through D1 and D4. The voltage applied to

the motor phase while the diodes are conducting is ≈ −Vcc and the current

is still positive. In short, we are forcing a positive current and a negative
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voltage on the motor phase thus the power supply delivers negative power,

i.e., it absorbs positive power. This will be the case until there is not enough

energy stored in the phase winding (in the inductor of the equivalent circuit)

and the diodes cannot conduct anymore.

Rsense

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Vcc

Motor Phase
imotj

D2

D1

D4

D3

Figure 2.9: MOSFET H-bridge.

2.3.3 The implemented control scheme

The control scheme described so far is shown in figure 2.10

The LEM block represents the current transducer and the AA block

the anti aliasing filter. The three blocks named R(z), Gest(z) and ADC are

all implemented on the DSP.

Referring to figures 2.10 and 2.1 it is possible to link our description to

that of a standard control loop. Our controlled variable is a current and

idmot represents the desired output. The regulator block R(z) calculates a
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idmot

−
R(z) u

PWM

Cable

−
Emot(s)

imot Mmot
θ

LEMAAADCGest(z)

EjPCB Board

Figure 2.10: Control Scheme.

control action (a voltage to be applied to the motor phase) based on the

actual and past errors. This control action is delivered to the plant via a

non linear actuator: the PWM module. Our plant is the motor’s electrical

part. We have disturbances affecting the control action (due to the Back

EMF) and the feedback loop (due to the ringing effect of the cable). The

three blocks labelled Emot(s), Mmot, and Ej represent the motor electrical

and mechanical parts and the Back EMF respectively. The disturbance on

the control action due to the effects of the cable can be safely neglected.

Our feedback loop is implemented as explained above with standard

circuitry and an open loop observer whose implementation will be described

in the next chapter.



3 Open-loop observer based

solution

Life is so unlike theory.

Anthony Trollope

The Gest discretization and regulator design are described.

The software architecture for the open-loop observer based

solution is introduced.

Our control law (R(s) block) and open-loop observer (Gest(s) block)

are implemented on the Texas InstrumentsTMTMS320F28335 DSP. In this

chapter expressions for both Gest in discrete time and for the regulator will

be derived.

The general software implementation architecture will also be described.

3.1 Discretization of the open-loop observer

In chapter 2 a continuous time domain expression for the transfer function

between the motor phase current and the driver side current was found to

be:

Gest =
Z0

Z0cosh(γ0h) + ZLoadsinh(γ0h)
(3.1)

where:

25
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ZLoad(s) ≈
R + Leqs

1 + Leq

Ril
s

(3.2)

The derived expression for Gest has an infinite number of poles and zeros,

moreover it is not a polynomial function of the frequency and thus cannot

be directly discretized with the bilinear transformation.

It has been decided to calculate a Padé approximation of the filter in

continuous time and then to discretize this expression with a standard bi-

linear transformation.

The Padé approximant of a function is its best representation as a ra-

tional function. It is normally superior to the Taylor expansion when a

function contains poles [17].

The bilinear or Tustin transformation is a widely used method to cal-

culate the discrete-time version of a transfer function in order to obtain a

representation in the z domain. It relies on the fact that z = esT and thus,

using the Taylor series:

s =
1

T
ln(z) ≈ 2

T

[
z − 1

z + 1

]
(3.3)

It is readly used especially when a tranfer function is a rational function

as it is our case once we have utilized the Padé approximation. These two

steps allow us to derive the IIR filter that best approximates Gest(s).

The expression of Gest strongly depends on the cable length and so

will the coefficients of the derived filter. Instead of calculating the coeffi-

cients for each cable length and hard-code them in the software, a more

elegant solution has been found: the symbolic expressions for the IIR fil-

ter coefficients in terms of the cable length have been found using the

WolframTMMathematicaTMenvironment and implemented on the driver, which

is able to estimate the length of the cable to which it is attached.

The best trade off between the computational complexity of the resulting

filter and the accuracy of the approximation has resulted (see [18]) in a

second order IIR filter:
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Gest(z) =
b0 + b1z

−1 + b2z
−2

1 + a1z−1 + a2z−2
(3.4)

We recall here that we need to simultaneously control two motor phases

so that we actually have two digital filters (one to act on idrvA and the other

on idrvB) running at the same time.

3.2 Digital controller design

The control law is calculated adding a proportional and an integral action

to ensure an acceptable settling time and zero tracking error at steady

state [19]. A far pole is added to this standard PI controller to avoid the

amplification of high-frequency noise:

R(s) = µ
1 + sτz
s(1 + sτp)

= µ
τz − τp
1 + sτp

+
µ

s
= RP (s) +RI(s) (3.5)

Actually, the control actuator (full MOSFET H-bridge) can only deliver

control actions that fall in a certain interval since its voltage is limited

between ±Vcc, as should be evident from figure 2.9. The control action is

in fact saturated: in the case of integrator windup, the regulator would

fail to meet maximum overshoot and settling time requirements (see [20]

and the figures therein for an explanation of integrator saturation and its

consequences).

The last expression in 3.5 allows us to easily design an anti windup

scheme for the controller integral part. The saturating effect of the non

linear actuator is in fact modelled directly in the regulator as shown in

figure 3.1, where the implemented control scheme is displayed.

The expressions or values for the constants appearing in 3.5 have been

derived using the root-locus method [21] and are reported in table 3.1. The

desaturation constant has been fixed to Kd = 1/µτz following the results

in [20].

The Bcl parameter, the desired closed-loop bandwidth, has to be set by

the user and is actually the only free parameter for the controller. If we
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Figure 3.1: Regulator with anti-windup scheme.

Symbol Expression Units

τz (lh+ Leq)/(R + rh) s
τp 10.56× 10−6 s
µ 2πBcl(Rw + rh) Ω/s

Table 3.1: Values and expressions for the controller constants, l, h, and r
were defined in table 2.3.

use a Tustin transformation to discretize 3.5 and include the anti windup

scheme, we obtain the following control law:

uP (k) = −T − 2τp
T + 2τp

up(k − 1) + µT
τz − τp
T + 2τp

[e(k) + e(k − 1)]

uI(k) = uI(k − 1) + µ
T

2
[e(k) + e(k + 1)]

+ µTKd[u(k − 1)− ū(k − 1)]

ū(k) = uP (k) + uI(k)

u(k) =


ū(k) when − Vcc ≤ ū(k) ≤ Vcc

Vcc when ū(k) > Vcc

−Vcc when ū(k) < Vcc

(3.6)

where T is the controller sampling period in seconds1.

1We remark here that the Gest’s sampling time can be different from that of the
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3.3 Software architecture

Figure 3.2 shows the software architecture chosen for implementation. A

description of the task accomplished in each state follows.

InitCommunication: In this state the communication sub-module is ini-

tialized. Communication hardware is enabled and configured, soft-

ware parameters such as peripheral address and communication speed

are set.

WaitForParameters: The board is programmed to check at boot-time

whether or not it has ever been configured before (a register in Flash

memory is toggled after the configuration ended successfully). If it

has never been configured it polls the communication module to allow

for easy configuration.

Details: Physical parameters such as those reported in tables 2.3

and 3.1 as well as Bcl are sent through a ModBus over an RS-232

communication line. Additionally, rates for the filter and controller

interrupts, PWM frequency, LEM transducer nominal gain, default

stepping mode and third harmonic correction need to be set. These

tasks are completed using a Graphical User Interface (GUI) developed

ad-hoc. Once the configuration is completed, a RunStart signal is

toggled via the GUI to allow the board to save the configuration in

Flash memory.

InitSystem: Now the program can initialize all the used peripherals: ADC,

GPIO pins, interrupt timers, PWM and safety measurements (H -

bridge temperature and short circuit detection). The reading of the

Vcc voltage supplying the H-bridge is also initialized to raise warnings

in case of voltage drops and to update the Saturation block in figure

3.1 (see last line in equation 3.6).

controller. The filter will produce an estimation at a certain rate and this sequence will
be down-sampled by the controller to produce a correcting action.
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Figure 3.2: Flowchart for the chosen implementation scheme.

Details: The length of the cable connecting the driver to the motor

phases is estimated by injecting a known constant voltage in the cable

(at steady state the ringing effect of the cable will be negligible) and

measuring the current induced. A resistance Rest is then estimated
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for the motor-cable system. As R and r are known parameters, a

value for h can be calculated as (Rest −R)/r (see table 2.3).

Now all data structures (filter and controller coefficients, etc.) can be

populated.

Finally the interrupts are enabled so that the filter and controller start

to operate. A motor step request reaches the board in the form of a

change of state on a digital input line. An interrupt routine is linked

to this event so that new references for the two phase currents can be

calculated (see Reference Interrupt state description).

Poll Communication: Stepping mode and third harmonic correction para-

meters can be edited while the driver is operating, furthermore some

safety critical information such as measured Vcc, H-bridge temperat-

ure, short circuit in the high-power path and detection for a missing

motor-phase (open circuit) can be monitored on line with another

ad-hoc GUI.

While being interrupted to execute high priority tasks, the main loop

keeps polling the communication module. In the event of an abort

condition the driver is programmed to open all the power MOSFETs

in the H-bridge and halt.

UpdateConfig: If a request is made to change a parameter while the driver

is in operation, the motor step request interrupt is disabled (to avoid

possible inconsistencies), the change is applied and the step request

interrupt is re-enabled.

Filter Interrupt: In this routine a new sample for both currents is read

from the ADC and a new estimation for the motor side current is

calculated and made available. This is the highest priority interrupt.

Controller Interrupt The controller, based on the latest available motor

current estimation, calculates a control action as described in equa-
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tions 3.6. If the motor is enabled, this control action is then delivered

to the plant via the PWM module.

Reference Interrupt: When a change in logic state occurs on a dedicated

input, a new reference for the two motor phase currents is calculated

according to equation 2.7.

3.4 Graphical User Interfaces

In the previous section it has been described how the driver can be con-

figured and monitored both during and before operation. Two ad-hoc

GUI based applications have been developed for this purpose: Collima-

tionDriverCONFIG and CollimationDriverGUI.

3.4.1 CollimationDriverCONFIG

This application provides a GUI to allow the user to configure the drive,

ideally once and for all, at first boot. A snapshot image of the GUI for this

application is shown in figure 3.3. As can be seen in the figure, this applic-

ation allows for various parameters’ configuration, including the two main

controller interrupts’ sampling times. The possibility to save and load con-

figuration files is available together with the capability of configuring many

boards connected to the same communication bus exploiting the address

field of the ModBus protocol packet (see [22]).

3.4.2 CollimationDriverGUI

This GUI based application allows a user to easily monitor the driver safety -

critical parameters. A snapshot image of the operating GUI is shown in

figure 3.4.

This application can be set in polling mode, so that it automatically re-

trieves all time-varying parameters (stepping mode, third harmonic correc-

tion, short circuit detection status, phase missing detection, power supply
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Figure 3.3: Snapshot image of the CollimationDriverCONFIG GUI.
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Figure 3.4: Snapshot image of the CollimationDriverGUI GUI.

voltage and h-bridge temperature) at regular intervals. The stepping mode

as well as the third harmonic correction can be edited while the driver is

working.
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For testing, post-mortem analysis and parameter tuning, a data acquis-

ition can be started directly on the DSP (simply by pressing the Start

Acquisition button). A large (1 MByte) static RAM is installed on the

PCB and exploiting the TMS320F28335 capabilities it is possible to include

it directly in the DSP addressing space, thus allowing easy and fast read

and write operations. When an acquisition is started the filter output and

control action for the two currents, as well as the reading of a quadrature

encoder2 is saved within the controller interrupt routine until the memory is

filled. These signals can then be retrieved by using the GUI via the RS-232

bus (this can be done by pressing the corresponding buttons in the bottom

half of the GUI).

2Available only on the laboratory testbench set up, not in the final installation.



4 The Extended Kalman Filter

based solution

There ain’t no rules around
here.
We’re trying to accomplish
something!

Thomas Alva Edison

The EKF algorithm steps are recalled in an informal way.

A state space model is derived for a hybrid stepping motor.

The implementation details for the EKF based solution are

presented.

The open-loop estimator solution has been expanded to include an Ex-

tended Kalman Filter (EKF) based observer. This allows the estimation

of the two motor-phase currents, the shaft angular position and velocity as

well as the unknown load torque, which can then be used in a state feedback

controller.

4.1 The Extended Kalman Filter

The expression for the Kalman Filter will be now derived, in a somewhat

intuitive way, for a linear system. A more formal procedure can be found

in [23] and [24].

36
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4.1.1 The asymptotic observer

In deterministic linear system theory, the so called observer design problem

is that of developing a realistic solution to the problem of estimating the

state of a linear system, given access to inputs and outputs.

Consider a linear, time invariant system of the form:{
xk+1 = Axk +Buk, k ≥ 0

yk = Hxk
(4.1)

If we have a good estimation of the initial state x0 (say x̂0) the problem

would not seem hard: we just set up a dummy system using the known A,

B and uk as:

x̂k+1 = Ax̂k +Buk, k ≥ 0 (4.2)

to calculate the system’s state. Unfortunately, even if the real system is

actually described by 4.1 (normally not the case), no matter how good the

estimate x̂0 is, unless it’s perfect, the above method will not work if the

matrix A has eigenvalues lying outside the unit circle. Indeed the error

xk − x̂k
.
= x̃k (4.3)

obeys the equation

x̃k+1 = Ax̃k, x̃0 = x0 − x̂0 (4.4)

so that

x̃k = Akx̃0 (4.5)

If A has eigenvalues with a norm bigger than one, ||x̃k|| will grow ex-

ponentially, unless x̃0 is completely in the subspace spanned by the eigen-

vectors and generalized eigenvectors corresponding to the stable eigenvalues

of A, a condition not normally met in real life.

For the sake of consistency, we remark that the both Gest(s) and Gest(z)

are strictly stable, thus the results presented in the previous chapters still

hold.
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In making a post-mortem analysys of this unsuccesful attempt to solve

the observer design problem for system 4.1, we may note that it makes no

use of the available output sequence yk. Indeed, the term:

ỹk
.
= yk − ŷk = H(xk − x̂k) = Hx̃k, k ≥ 0 (4.6)

can give us the information of how x̃k is behaving, provided it does not

always lie in the nullspace of H , a quite unlikely event. Thus, suppose we

also drive our dummy system 4.2 with a term Kỹk where K is a suitably

chosen matrix so that:

x̂k+1 = Ax̂k +Buk +Kỹk (4.7)

The error will now evolve according to the following equation:

x̃k+1 = (A−KH)x̃k (4.8)

We can thus choose K so that (A−KH) has any desired eigenvalue.

Then the error can be driven to zero at any desired rate.

4.1.2 The optimal transient observer

It should suffice to say that a lot of experience and experiments suggest

that the noiseless model described in 4.1 is not correct for most real world

systems. A more realistic state-space model for a linear time invariant

system is: {
xk+1 = Axk +B(uk +wk), k ≥ 0

yk = Hxk + vk
(4.9)

where the so-called process noise wk, measurement noise vk, and the initial

state x0 are assumed to be random. This primary randomness in turn

makes the state xk and output yk themselves random. For the following

results to hold it is crucial that the aformentioned random variables meet

some requirements (with a little burden of notation):
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E



wk

vk

x0

[ wT
k vTk xT0 1

] =


[
Q 0

0 R

]
δi,j

0 0

0 0

0 0 Π0 0


(4.10)

Where the E operator is the mathematical expectation and δi,j is the

Kronecker delta function. Thus defining Q as the covariance matrix for the

process noise, R the covariance matrix for the measurement noise and Π0

the covariance of the initial state estimation.

This matrix equality simply states that all random sequences are realiz-

ations of independent stationary processes characterized by zero-mean dis-

tributions and that each component of these random vector-valued variables

is independent of all other components. It is also required that each sample

in these sequences is independent of any (previous and future) other sample

along with the fact that all the distributions these sequences are drawn from

are Gaussian.

Once the structure for the observer has been fixed to that of 4.7, we

shall find a value for K suitable to take care of the fact that our model is

now described by 4.9.

We may want, for example, to choose K at each time step k such that:

E{(xk − x̂k)(xk − x̂k)T} = E{x̃kx̃Tk } is a minimum (4.11)

Using 4.10 it can be shown that:

E{x̃k+1x̃
T
k+1} = (A−Kk)(E{x̃kx̃Tk })(A−Kk)

T +

+
[
B −Kk

] [ Q 0

0 R

][
BT

−KT
k

]
(4.12)

On the grounds of the discussion held so far and using basic matrix

algebra results (such as the small matrix inversion lemma), the complete

algorithm for the optimal observer in the least square sense 4.11 can be

derived. The resulting algorithm is the well-known Kalman Filter.
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4.1.3 The Kalman Filter algorithm

For a linear time invariant system described by 4.9 the optimal state estim-

ation in the least square sense can be calculated as a prediction step:

x̂k+1|k = Ax̂k|k +Buk

P k+1|k = AP k|kA
T +Q (4.13)

followed by a correction step:

Kk+1 = P k+1|kH
T
[
R+HP k+1|kH

T
]−1

x̂k+1|k+1 = x̂k+1|k +Kk+1[yk+1 −Hx̂k+1|k]

P k+1|k+1 = P k+1|k −Kk+1HP k+1|k (4.14)

It is worth noting that, following the steps to minimize 4.12, P k+1|k+1

turns out to be the covariance matrix of the estimation error: P k+1|k+1 =

E{x̃k+1|k+1x̃
T
k+1|k+1}.

The Kalman Filter can be adapted to non-linear systems described by

state space equations. One of the resulting algorithms is known under the

name of Extended Kalman Filter.

4.1.4 The Extended Kalman Filter

For a nonlinear system described by the following state-space equations:

xk+1 = f(xk,uk) +wk

yk = h(xk) + vk (4.15)

with hypothesis 4.10 holding, the steps for the EKF are as follows:

Prediction:

x̂k+1|k = f(x̂k|k,uk)

P k+1|k = AkP k|kA
T
k +Q (4.16)
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where:

Ak =
∂f(xk,uk)

∂xk

∣∣
xk=xk|k

(4.17)

Correction:

Kk+1 = P k+1|kH
T
k

[
R+HkP k+1|kH

T
k

]−1
x̂k+1|k+1 = x̂k+1|k +Kk+1[yk+1 − h(x̂k+1|k)]

P k+1|k+1 = P k+1|k −Kk+1HkP k+1|k (4.18)

where:

Hk =
dh(xk)

dxk
|xk=xk+1|k

Despite the fact that the EKF estimation cannot be proven to converge

over time [25] to the actual system state, it has been succesfully applied to

a considerable number and variety of problems [26–28].

4.2 State space model of a hybrid stepping

motor

The state space description in discrete time for a hybrid stepping motor

presented in 4.20, can be derived by making use of definitions in chapter 2,

denoting the state, input and measurement vector respectively as:

xk = [imotA(k) imotB(k) ω(k) θ(k) τL(k)]T

uk = [umotA(k) umotB(k)]T

yk = [imotA(k) imotB(k)]T (4.19)
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and by applying a forward Euler tranformation with sampling time T to

the model described by 2.3 and 2.4.

f1(xk,uk) = (1 + Ta11)x1k + Ta13x3k sin px4k

+ Tb11u1k

f2(xk,uk) = (1 + Ta22)x2k + Ta23x3k cos px4k

+ Tb22u2k

f3(xk,uk) = Ta31x1k sin px4k + Ta35x5k

+ Ta32x2k cos px4k

+ (1 + Ta33)x3k + Ta34 sin(2px4k + φ)

f4(xk,uk) = x4k + Tx3k

f5(xk,uk) = x5k (4.20)

Expressions for constants am,n and bq,r are reported in 4.21 and 4.22 using

symbols from table 2.2.

a11 = −R
L

a12 = 0 a13 =
Km

L
a14 = 0 a15 = 0

a21 = 0 a22 = −R
L

a23 = −Km

L
a24 = 0 a25 = 0

a31 = −Km

J
a32 =

Km

J
a33 = −B

J
a34 = −Tdm

J
a35 = − 1

J
(4.21)

and

b11 =
1

L
b22 =

1

L
. (4.22)

It should be noted that the unknown load torque has been added to

the state-space description as x5k and modeled as a random walk process

following results in [29] or [30].
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4.3 The proposed implementation scheme

The EKF uses a discrete-time model. Since the driven system includes both

the motor and cable, logically the EKF should use the combined model.

The sampling period of the discrete-time model can be chosen such that

the sampling frequency fs = 1/T satisfies:

6fbw ≤ fs ≤ 25fbw, (4.23)

where fbw is the bandwidth of the system producing the signals to be

sampled [31]. In the case considered, the highest frequency signals are found

in the electrical sub-system containing the cable and the motor phase. As

previously mentioned, the driver’s output voltage is modulated by a PWM.

At a constant duty cycle, this PWM signal has a fundamental harmonic at

its chopping frequency, which is typically chosen at 50 kHz due to EMI con-

straints [32]. Being similar to a square wave, it also has non-negligible higher

harmonics. Depending on the cable’s length, the electrical sub-system can

have a gain at the frequencies of these harmonics that is even greater than

at DC. This is evident from Fig. 4.1, which shows the magnitude Bode

diagram of Gcm(s) (defined as the transfer function between the driver side

voltage and the driver side current) for two extremes of cable length, when

the typical cable and motor parameter values in Table 2.3 are used.

Even only considering the first 3 harmonics, a minimum sampling fre-

quency of 6 × 3 × 50kHz = 900kHz would be required. Running a multi-

state EKF at this sampling frequency exceeds the computational power of

standard DSPs and thus renders the model practically unusable for indus-

trial applications. For this reason, the use of the motor model alone in the

EKF will be considered hereafter. Its electrical closed-loop bandwidth is

typically at 1-2 kHz [32]. This bandwidth requires a sampling frequency for

the EKF of 6-50kHz, which is much more reasonable for implementation

on a DSP.

As seen in the discretised model in the previous section, using exclus-

ively the motor model in the EKF means that the inputs and measurements
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Figure 4.1: Magnitude Bode diagram of Gcm(s) for two extremes of cable
length

used by the algorithm are the motor-side voltages and currents, respectively.

However, as previously stated, these signals are not directly available in or-

dinary operation since measurements can only be made on the drive-side

of the cable. The length of these cables, together with the relatively high

chopping frequency of the PWM voltage signals, makes them act as trans-

mission lines. These lines’ principal characteristics are those of a series

resistance with a shunt capacitance across the motor’s polarities. The ca-

pacitive behaviour induces large oscillations in the current at the driver-end

of the cable and, similarly, oscillations in the voltage at the motor end of the

cable, both with frequency components close to those of the PWM’s har-

monics. These oscillations on the drive-side current and motor-side voltage

can be viewed as measurement and process noise, respectively, however the

properties of these noises do not satisfy assumptions outlined in Sec. 4.1.2,

meaning an EKF applied on these signals is unlikely to produce reliable

state estimates. Noise whitening filters are, therefore, required.
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Figure 4.2: Magnitude of Gest(z)’s poles over a range of cable lengths

4.3.1 Motor-side current estimators

For this purpose, obviously, the discrete IIR filter Gest(z) is used, whose

thoeretical justification has been outlined in section 2.2. For the sake of

consistency we add here two experimental results that support this choice.

The stability of the estimator Gest(z) is obviously of great importance.

It is, however, difficult to analytically prove the filter’s stability for all cable

lengths due to the complexity of the coefficient expressions found via the

Padé approximant procedure. Nonetheless, an empirical assessment has

been made by evaluating Gest(z)’s poles over a grid of 100 randomly dis-

tributed cable lengths in the range of interest i.e. [0.1 km, 1 km]. Gest(z)’s

poles form a complex conjugate pair, their magnitudes are therefore the

same. This value is plotted for each cable length in Fig. 4.2.

It can be seen that the poles are all inside the unit circle, ensuring, at

least for the cable lengths considered, that Gest(z) is stable. Furthermore

the values vary smoothly, despite the use of randomly distributed cable

lengths, so it is unlikely that filters evaluated at inter-sample cable lengths

would be unstable.
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For the outlined application it is also fundamental that the estimation

error of Gest falls in a Gaussian distribution, since this error can be seen

as a measurement noise affecting our information about the motor phases’

currents.

To evaluate this distribution (which also provides insights on the quant-

ities needed in the diagonal elements of the EKF R matrix, see 4.10 and

next chapter for details and theoretical insights) an ad hoc experiment has

been put forward. Practically this was realised by physically disconnect-

ing one motor phase from the drive and using its feedback path to acquire

the motor-side current for the phase under test. The estimated motor-side

current instead was recorded whilst in normal operation, i.e. stepping the

current, in DAQ mode. The estimation error can obviously be calculated

as the difference between these two signals. This experiment was carried

out once for each phase. Data histograms for both phases are shown in Fig.

4.3.

4.3.2 Motor-side voltage estimator

The motor-side voltage estimator is based on the idea that, within the

relatively low frequency range of interest, the cable can be modelled such

that the impedances (see Fig. 2.6) Zt1 and Zt2 are replaced by resistors and

Zt3 is replaced by a capacitor, see Fig. 4.4. Neglecting the contribution

from the Back-EMF, the transfer function between motor-side and driver-

side voltage is given by:

Hv =
Umotj(s)

Udrvj(s)

=
Zt3Zload

Zt1 (Zt2 + Zt3 + Zmot) + Zt3 (Zt2 + Zmot)
. (4.24)

Fig. 4.5 compares the frequency responses of this transfer function when the

impedances are given by expressions (2.11) and when they are represented

by 2 resistors and a capacitor, as in Fig. 4.4. The good correspondence

between the two frequency responses at lower frequencies is evident.
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Figure 4.3: Distribution of the open-loop estimator reconstruction error.
Errors are evaluated in [A].
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Figure 4.4: Low frequency cable model connected to motor phase

Unfortunately it is not possible to directly implement Hv(s) as the

voltage estimator because it has a minimum bandwidth of over 3.3 MHz.

This implies that a sampling rate in the order of 20 MHz would be necessary

(according to inequalities in 4.23).

Nonetheless, using the circuit approximation of Fig. 4.4, it is still pos-
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of the frequency responses of Hv(s) using the com-
plete impedance expressions and the approximation, for two cable length
extremes

sible to obtain an estimate of the motor-side voltage since the following

relation holds:

umotj ,k = udrvj ,k −
rh

2

(
imotj ,k + idrvj ,k

)
. (4.25)

It should be remembered that this expression holds for the low frequency

model depicted in Fig. 4.4. The signals in it, therefore, are limited to the

band of frequencies for which the model is valid. Thus low-pass filtered ver-

sions of udrvj ,k, imotj ,k and idrvj ,k are, therefore, required. It is technically

difficult to directly measure udrvj ,k, since it is a high-voltage signal; never-

theless, a low-pass filtered version of udrvj ,k is available since the computed

control action is equal to the average voltage over two PWM chopping peri-
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ods. imotj ,k is available in its estimated form from the previously presented

motor-side current estimator, it will have a bandwidth equal to the closed-

loop bandwidth of the current controller. idrvj ,k can contain non-negligible

frequency components at the PWM harmonic frequencies, as seen in Fig.

4.1, which violate the model’s assumptions. Nonetheless these frequencies

are greater than the frequency band of interest so they can be filtered out

either analogically or digitally before the signal is used in the estimator ex-

pression (4.25). In our case, the anti-aliasing filter ensures this assumption

is met, see Fig. 2.10.

Remark: The additional computing resources required for the above

described estimators is less than would be needed for an EKF model incor-

porating even the low frequency cable dynamics. This is because the DSP

is optimized to run Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filters, such as Gest(z),

very efficiently, whereas the matrix manipulations required by the EKF

are computationally very costly, especially for large matrices. The EKF

incorporating these dynamics would require 7 states and a more complex

measurement state equation making it practically unfeasible.

4.3.3 Integration in the existing software

architecture

The time step T for the EKF has to be equal to the sampling time of

the controller and thus the operations needed to complete an estimation

update (4.16 and 4.18) can be included in the Controller Interrupt routine

described in Chapter 3.

In Fig. 4.6 a block diagram for the implemented algorithm is presented.

With this configuration, an EKF based observer becomes feasible for

implementation and on-line operation.
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Figure 4.6: Block diagram for the complete system.

4.4 Implementation details

In this section the implementation details for the EKF block are reported.

The EKF algorithm is naturally divided into two tasks: prediction (4.16)

and correction (4.18). Along with these the Jacobian matrix defined in 4.17

has to be updated at each time step.

Many properties of the matrices involved in these steps are preserved

through time steps and can thus be expolited to simplify calculations and

lighten the computational burden.

From the system equations reported in 4.20 and the definition of the

Jacobian matrix in 4.17, it is evident that the values for cos px4k and sin px4k

need to be calculated a total of 6 times each within the prediction step. It

has been found more efficient to call the sine and cosine functions once

and store the result in temporary variables to minimize the function call

overhead.

From the definition of P k+1|k+1 given in Sec. 4.1.3 it follows the non

negativeness and symmetry of this matrix. It is crucial for EKF stabilty

that this properties are preserved from one step to the next; numerical errors

could endanger this requirement and therefore a particular care should be

taken. A common practice is to add a step to Eq. 4.18 to calculate the

final value for P k+1|k+1 as (P k+1|k+1 + P T
k+1|k+1)/2. Nevertheless a better
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solution [24] is to propagate only half the elements of P k+1|k+1 - say the

ones on and above the main diagonal. This also naturally shortens the

execution time as (for our particular application) only 15 values need to be

calculated as opposed to the 25 normally required.

As follows from its definition recalled in Sec. 4.1.4, the Hk matrix for

our application is:

H =

[
1 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0

]
independent of the time step k. Thus left-multiplying by H corresponds to

the extraction the first two rows from the right operand; conversely right-

multiplying by HT means copying to the result the first two columns of the

left operand. This allows, for example, the reduction of the calculation of

the quantityHP k+1|kH
T in Eq. 4.18 to copying to the result the upper-left

2×2 submatrix of P k+1|k thus having to perform 4 store operation instead

of 14 multilpy and add operations.

Along with the exploitation of the fact that both R and Q are diag-

onal and thus only few summations are needed in Eq. 4.16 and Eq. 4.18

to include their contribution, some more brute force techniques [33] have

been employed to fulfill the required execution time constraints (an EKF

time step has to fit in the Controller Interrupt routine). All matrices have

been stored in single dimension arrays and the multiplications have been

explicited elementwise using pre-compiler macros and inline functions.



5 Identification and Tuning

procedure

Computers make it easier to do
a lot of things,
but most of the things they
make it easier to do don’t need
to be done.

Andy Rooney

Tha automatic procedure to identify system parameters

and tune Kalman covariance matrices is presented.

In its 50 years of existence the Kalman filter has been employed for

state estimation and sensor fusion in numerous applications. Despite this

widespread use, however, the selection of the filter’s parameters, more spe-

cifically the noise covariance matrices, remains fairly undocumented. Many

hundreds of publications discussing the theoretical aspects of the Kalman

filter and its extensions have been written, but only a small fraction of these

cover the important topic of filter tuning in detail.

Whilst, in certain cases the measurement noise’s covariance matrix can

be estimated relatively straightforwardly, the process noise’s covariance

matrix is notoriously difficult to obtain, since its unique contribution is

not directly measurable. Often, therefore, the physical significance of this

term is ignored and it is just considered as a tuning parameter to achieve

the desired performance of the Kalman filter.

52
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The publications that mention filter tuning propose methods that can

be roughly separated into 3 groups:

1. By trial-and-error: The process noise covariance matrix can be in-

terpreted as quantifying the amount of uncertainty that exists in the

system model. It therefore influences how much weight the Kalman

filter places on the state prediction from the model compared to the

measurements. Using this concept, if the measurement noise cov-

ariance matrix is fixed, the elements of the process noise covariance

matrix can be adjusted on a trial-and-error basis in simulation in order

to achieve the desired state tracking. Being a trial-and-error method,

this option is potentially very time-consuming and dependent on the

expertise of the tuner.

2. By optimisation: Using a one off set of measured data of the key states

to be estimated, an optimisation problem can be solved to minimise

a cost function that penalises the state estimation error e.g. [34–38].

3. Tuning using heuristic rules e.g. [39].

The majority of these publications considering the Kalman filter tuning

step assume that a model of the system, as also required by the Kalman fil-

ter, has already been identified. The estimation of the model’s parameters,

in itself, is also a nontrivial procedure [40].

A procedure for the simultaneous parameter estimation and covariance

matrix tuning is presented here. This procedure renders the tuning of an

EKF for a sensorless stepper motor drive almost automatic and greatly

reduces the filter setup time since trial-and-error tuning is eliminated. It is

also more likely to produce higher performance state estimation than tuning

based on heuristic rules, since these must be robust enough to work for the

general case.
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5.1 Input and measurement estimation

The inputs and measurements considered in the model described by 4.20

are the motor-side voltages and currents, respectively. As mentioned in

the previous chapters, these signals are not directly available in ordinary

operation as they are separated from the drive electronics by long cables.

Estimators, acting as noise whitening filters, are therefore required.

A cable length adaptive digital filter Gest(z) is therefore proposed in

chapter 2 to produce optimal estimates of the motor-side currents îmotj ,k

from measurements of the drive-side currents idrvj ,k. The motor-side voltage

estimate is given by the following expression:

ûmotj ,k = udrvj ,k −
rh

2

(
îmotj ,k + idrvj ,k

)
, (5.1)

where r is the cable resistance per unit length, h is the cable length and

udrvj ,k is the drive-side voltage.

The use of the motor-side current estimates as the measurements in the

EKF implies:

yk =

[
îmotA,k + nA,k

îmotB ,k + nB,k

]
(5.2)

=

[
imotA,k + numdA,k + nA,k

imotB ,k + numdB,k + nB,k

]

=

[
imotA,k + vA,k

imotB ,k + vB,k

]
(5.3)

where nA,k and nB,k are the measurement noises on the sampled drive-side

currents filtered by Gest(z), and numdA,k and numdB,k are the noise processes due

to the unmodelled dynamics between the motor- and drive-side currents

that are not captured by Gest(z). vA,k and vB,k are the sums of the two

noise sources, whose covariance matrix is R = Rumd + Ri, since the two

noise sources can be assumed uncorrelated.

Similarly, any unmodelled dynamics in the input estimation procedure

should be included in the process noise and thus its covariance matrix Q.
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Since the noise processes due to the unmodelled dynamics in the estim-

ators are cable length dependent, so R and Q are functions of the cable

length.

5.2 Automatic parameter estimation and

tuning procedure

The procedure for the estimation of the model parameters and noise cov-

ariance matrices is composed of five sequential stages:

1. Initial R estimation

2. Linear model parameter estimation

3. Nonlinear model parameter estimation

4. Initial Q estimation

5. Global parameter estimation

Apart from the first step, which requires data from its own specific exper-

iment, this procedure runs sequentially on the same set of training data

obtained from a single experiment. This training data should contain the

estimated inputs and measurements used by the EKF, but also low noise

measurements of the most important states to be estimated by the EKF

i.e the angle and load torque. These state measurements will obviously

not be available in normal operation, hence the need for their estimation,

nonetheless they should be provided for the one-off tuning procedure.

5.2.1 Details

Step 1: Initial R estimation

The measurement noise covariance matrix, R ∈ R2×2, has two components

Ri and Rumd. Nonetheless, under the assumption that it is possible to
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carry out a one-off, special experiment where the drive-side and motor-side

currents can be measured synchronously, the combined covariance matrix,

R can be estimated. Bearing in mind that the measurements, both motor

and drive-side, will be contaminated by measurement noise, we can calculate

the difference between the estimated and measured motor-side current as:

εmotj ,k = (̂imotj ,k + nj,k)− (imotj ,k + nmotj ,k)

= numdk + nj,k − nmotj ,k
= vj,k − nmotj ,k. (5.4)

If all the noises can be considered uncorrelated and stationary, and the

motor-side current measurement noise variances, σ2
nmot

, can be estimated

using data from a separate experiment, then the measurement noises’ vari-

ances can still be evaluated since:

σ2
vj

= σ2
εj
− σ2

nmotj
.

R can then be taken as

R =

[
σ2
vA

0

0 σ2
vB

]
. (5.5)

Step 2: Linear model parameter estimation

Despite the stepper motor being a nonlinear system, as seen from its mod-

elling equations (2.3) - (2.4), the electrical and mechanical sub-systems are

linearly dependent on their parameters. This property means that each

sub-system’s equations can be written in linear regression form and thus

convex cost functions can be minimised to estimate the globally optimal

parameters. This scheme is similar to the 2-stage approach proposed in [41],

however, here load and detent torque terms are also included.
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From Eq. (2.3) we have, for discrete time instants t = t1, t2, . . . , tN :

U =



umotA(t1)

umotB(t1)

umotA(t2)

umotB(t2)
...

umotA(tN)

umotB(tN)


= Deρe

where

De =



dimotA
(t1)

dt
imotA(t1) −ω(t1) sin pθ(t1)

dimotB
(t1)

dt
imotB(t1) ω(t1) cos pθ(t1)

dimotA
(t2)

dt
imotA(t2) −ω(t2) sin pθ(t2)

dimotB
(t2)

dt
imotB(t2) ω(t2) cos pθ(t2)

...
...

...
dimotA

(tN )

dt
imotA(tN) −ω(tN) sin pθ(tN)

dimotB
(tN )

dt
imotB(tN) ω(tN) cos pθ(tN)


(5.6)

and

ρe = [L,R,Km]T . (5.7)

The electrical system parameters can then be estimated by minimising a

least squares criterion i.e.

ρNe = arg min
ρe

(U −Deρe)
T (U −Deρe) (5.8)

Similarly for the mechanical part, referring to (2.4), we can write:

τ res =


τem(t1)− τl(t1)
τem(t2)− τl(t2)

...

τem(tN)− τl(tN)

 = Dmρm
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where τ res is the resultant torque, which should be available from measure-

ments for this step,

Dm =


dω(t1)
dt

ω(t1) sin 2pθ(t1) cos 2pθ(t1)
dω(t2)
dt

ω(t2) sin 2pθ(t2) cos 2pθ(t2)
...

...
...

...
dω(tN )
dt

ω(tN) sin 2pθ(tN) cos 2pθ(tN)


and

ρm = [J,B, ρ1m, ρ2m]T (5.9)

Implying: Tdm =
√
ρ12

m + ρ22
m and φ = arctan (ρ1m/ρ2m).

As before the mechanical parameters can be estimated by minimising a

least squares criterion:

ρNm = arg min
ρm

(τ res −Dmρm)T (τ res −Dmρm) (5.10)

Step 3: Nonlinear model parameter estimation

When the system’s equations are written in linear regression form, what is

minimised is not a cost function based on signals of key importance, such as

the angular position. An optimisation problem minimising a cost function

based on these signals can be defined as:

ρNpe = arg min
ρpe

N−1∑
k=0

εpe,k(ρpe)
TW peεpe,k(ρpe)

s.t. ρpe ∈ Rnpe and xpe,k+1 = fpe(xpe,k,uk, τl,k,ρpe), (5.11)

where

ρpe = [R,L,Km, J, B, Tdm,φ]T ,

εpe,k(ρpe) = xpem,k − xpe,k(ρpe), (5.12)
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xpem,k is vector of measured or estimated states at instant k, W pe is a weight-

ing matrix and

xpe,k+1(ρpe) =


imotA,k+1

imotB ,k+1

ωk+1

θk+1

 = fpe(xpe,k,uk, τl,k,ρpe)

=



(
1− TR

L

)
imotA,k + TKm

L
ωk sin pθk + T

L
umotA,k(

1− TR
L

)
imotB ,k − TKm

L
ωk cos pθk + T

L
umotB ,k

−TKm

J
(imotA,k sin pθk − imotB ,k cos pθk)

+
(
1− TB

J

)
ωk − TTdm

J
sin(2pθk + φ)− T

J
τl,k

θk + Tωk


(5.13)

and npe is the dimension of ρpe. It should be noted that in this minimisa-

tion the load torque is taken as an input to the model, unlike in the EKF

model. This minimisation is a nonlinear optimisation problem, for which

initial parameter estimates are required. These values can be taken as the

estimates from the previous linear identification step.

Step 4: Initial Qk estimation

The next step involves obtaining initial estimates for the process noise co-

variance matrix Q ∈ R5×5. The process noises are assumed stationary

and uncorrelated, thus the covariance matrix becomes time step independ-

ent and diagonal. The prediction error vector from the previous step, Eq.

(5.12), can be considered as representing a vector of realisations of the pro-

cess noises for the first 4 states in the model (4.20). Since in Kalman Filter

theory it is assumed that these realisations come from normally distributed

processes, 99.7% of their values should be within 3 σl, where σl is the stand-

ard deviation of the lth state’s noise process. Based on this fact the variance

term for each state is taken as σ2
l = (maxk |εpe,k(l)|/3)2, where εpe,k(l) is

the lth element of εpe,k. Similarly, a realisation of the process noise driving
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the load torque state is evaluated as:

w5,k = τl,k+1 − τl,k, (5.14)

based on the discretised version of the assumed random walk model of the

load torque. Its variance is then estimated as σ2
5 = (maxk |w5,k|/3)2.

It should be mentioned that the measurement noise on the measured

states is assumed negligible compared to the process noise.

Step 5: Global parameter estimation

With initial estimates of all of the EKF parameters available, a logical final

step is to carry out a global estimation of the complete parameter set. This

can be achieved by defining an optimisation problem that minimises a cost

function based on the EKF’s estimates i.e.

ρNekf = arg min
ρekf

N−1∑
k=0

εekf,k(ρekf )
TW ekfεekf,k(ρekf )

s.t. ρekf ∈ Rnekf and (4.16)− (4.18), (5.15)

where

ρekf = [R,L,Km, J, B, Tdm,φ, Q11Q22, . . . , Q55, R11R22]
T ,

εekf,k(ρekf ) = xekfm,k − x̂k|k(ρekf ), (5.16)

xekfm,k is a vector of measured or estimated states at instant k, W ekf is a

weighting matrix and x̂k|k(ρekf ) is the aposteriori estimate produced by the

EKF using parameters ρekf and nekf is the dimension of ρekf .

Again this optimisation problem is nonlinear and so many local minima

exist, meaning good initialisation of the decision variables is imperative.

Initial values for x̂0|0, the state estimate at time instant k = 0, and P 0|0,

the state estimate covariance matrix at time instant k = 0 are also required.

x̂0|0 can be set using the measured values at k = 0, since in the tuning

procedure state measurements are available. Obviously, an initial state
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estimation scheme will be needed in normal operation. A simple way to

initialise P 0|0 is to set it equal to a multiple of the process noise covariance

matrix i.e. P 0|0 = α2Qk where α is a scalar [42].



6 Experimental results

However beautiful the strategy,
you should occasionally look at
the results.

Winston Churchill

Experimental results for the open-loop observer based solu-

tion are summarized in terms of position repeatability and

electromagnetic emissions. Experimental results on the

estimation capabilities, numerical stability and execution

time for the EKF based solution are reported.

In sections 2.3.3 and 4.3.3 two loop configurations to control a stepping

motor connected to its drive electronics and sensors via arbitrarily long

cables have been presented.

Due to demanding constraints on the amplitude and spectral contents

of electromagnetic emissions in the LHC tunnel (the foreseen operating

environment) a nonlinear actuator is necessary to modulate at relatively

high frequencies the controlling voltages. The response of the connecting

cables to these high-power, modulated signals makes it impossible to rely on

the phase currents, as measured on the drive side of the cables to close the

control loop. Furthermore, the radioactivity of the installation environment

does not permit the installation of any electronic sensor in the proximity of

the motor.

62
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A first open-loop observer based solution, outlined in chapter 3, is based

on the idea that, if it is possible to map the driver side current to the motor

side current (i.e. to invert the cable’s transfer function) then one can exploit

the physical structure of hybrid stepping motors and close the control loop

on the phase current as estimated by the mapping function. Results for

this solution are presented in terms of positioning repeatability and electro-

magnetic emissions.

The second proposed solution, EKF based, relies on the assumption that

the information available driver side is sufficient to implement an observer

for the motor’s state. This configuration is implemented in view of its

application with a state feed-back controller. Results in this case refer to

the estimation capabilities of the developed state observer.

6.1 Open-loop observer based solution

In this section, results are summarized in both a qualitative and quantitative

way. Whenever possible, the comparison with commercially available off the

shelf equivalent instrumentation is given.

6.1.1 Position repeatability

The repeatability Rep for a given random variable is normally expressed

percentually and is defined as:

Rep =
σ

µ
(6.1)

where µ is the expected value of the considered random variable and σ is

its standard deviation. These figures need to be calculated from a statistic-

ally relevant population sample, in fact, their unbiased estimators (sample

average and standard deviation) are used in real life.

Rep gives a normalized measure of how often a given variable would fall

in the same bin if an histogram of its values was made. As follows from
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its definition, the smaller the Rep value, the higher the repeatibility of the

considered variable.

This measure, if calculated for the relative angular position of the step-

ping motor, is of high interest for our application. If our control loop

guarantees that a motor step is repeatible, then the open-loop observer

based solution is reliable and applicable to the problem presented in the

first chapters.

This quantity depends on the third harmonic correction, but, above all,

it is a figure of merit for the motor side current controller and motor side

current estimator.

Experimental set-up

To measure this quantity a dedicated LabVIEW VI has been developed.

The measurement is performed according to the following steps:

1. The current shaft angular position is measured,

2. A step request is sent to the driver.

3. A pre-programmed delay (usually in the order of hundreds of milli-

seconds) takes place to let all the mechanical transients expire.

4. The shaft angular position is measured again so that a ∆− step can

be evaluated.

This procedure is repeated a number of times (at least 3 mechanical

turns are performed so that a few hundreds of steps are recorded ensuring

a statistically significant population sample is available to estimate µ and

σ) and a histogram is created.

Experimental results

The position repeatability is influenced by the third harmonic correction

described in equation 2.7. Figure 6.1 shows qualitatively this effect. It can
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be noted how the distribution changes from bimodal to monomodal as the

best third harmonic correction value is approached. It is evident that the

position error is more repeatible in the central histogram.

Figure 6.1: Qualitative evaluation of the third harmonic correction effects
on the position repeatability.

The third harmonic correction that minimizes the positioning repeat-

ability has been evaluated experimentally and found to be 120 mA/A for

quarter step mode and 20 mA/A for half-step mode.

In table 6.1 a comparison between our driver, named EDA-02000-V1-0

and three commercially available equivalent drivers is reported. Obviously

this comparison is made with a cable connecting the driver and the motor

phases less than 5m long. All off the shelf drives, in fact, fail to track any

current reference if connected to the motor with long cables.

All drives were tested controlling a Maccon stepping motor in quarter-

step mode. All drivers under test were configured with the same motor and

controller parameters, reported in table 6.2.
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Driver name Rep

EDA-02000-V1-0 3.64%
Parker-Gemini GT-L5 3.91%
LAM Technologies DS-1044 9.65%
HCR SHS Star 2000 12.91%

Table 6.1: Static position repeatability benchmark without a cable.

Winding Resistance Winding Inductance Closed Loop bandwidth

3.7Ω 30 mH 500Hz

Table 6.2: Controller parameters.

These results allow us to claim that the driver designed, realized and

programmed internally is equipped with a motor-side current controller that

outperforms those installed in commercially available drives.

The very same test has been carried out using a long cable to connect

the driver to the motor phases. Only two cable lengths (namely 540m and

720m) can be installed in the laboratory set-up.

Table 6.3 summarizes the achieved repeatability for these two cable

lengths and 3 different stepping modes.

Stepping mode Cable Length [m] Rep [%]

Full Step 540 4.4
Full Step 720 4.0
Half Step 540 4.2
Half Step 720 4.5
Quarter Step 540 4.5
Quarter Step 720 4.7

Table 6.3: Static position repeatability with the cable.

Our driver outperforms 2 out of 3 commercially available equivalent

drivers even when connected to the motor phases with very long cables

proving the validity of the proposed implementation scheme.
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It is worth noting that there is enough statistics to claim that these fig-

ures are characteristic of the driver. In fact the values shown are calculated

as the step repeatability over 4 mechanical turns. This means 800, 1600

and 3200 steps were used for full, half and quarter step modes respectively.

6.1.2 Electromagnetic emissions

All equipment installed in the LHC tunnel must satisfy demanding require-

ment on electromagnetic compatibility. From electromagnetic field theory

it is known that the cables connecting the drive to the stepping motors are

a potentially harmful source of electromagnetic emissions [43].

It is required for these emissions to have negligible components at fre-

quencies below 20kHz.

Experimental set-up

Figure 6.2 shows the laboratory set up to measure such emissions is shown.

It is composed of a spiral antenna capturing emissions from a branch of the

long cable and an Agilent superheterodyne spectrum analyzer to process

the signals on line [44].

Figure 6.2: Emission measurement test-bench.

To perform these measurements, a complete LabVIEW VI [44] has been

developed to simultaneously generate step requests for the driver and ac-

quire signals as measured and processed by the spectrum analyzer.
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Experimental results

In figure 6.3 a comparative plot for the amplitude of the magnetic field H

is shown. The prototype developed internally and a version of the HCR

SHS Star 2000 driver, modified to work with the cable, are considered.

Figure 6.3: Comparative plot for the emitted H-field spectrum.

It s evident that the prototype meets the electromagnetic compatibility

requirement, having the first harmonic component of the emitted magnetic

field well above the 20kHz threshold.

This implies the choice of modulating the control action with a 50kHz

PWM signal is enough to ensure design constraints are met.
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6.2 EKF-based solution results

In this section we report the results obtained in terms of estimation cap-

abilities (with special focus on angular position tracking), execution time

and numerical stability for the developed EKF-based observer. Despite the

necessity to present them in a distinct and clear manner it should be noted

that these three aspects are closely related. Indeed numerical stability is

necessary for the boundedness of the estimation error. Likewise, a short

execution time ensures all dynamics of interest (including rather fast ones)

are reproduced.

6.2.1 Numerical stability

The numerical stability for the developed observer has been empirically

tested by wrapping the DSP C code in a MEX function and developing an

equivalent MATLAB m-file. Both the considered DSP and the compiled

MEX function make use of IEEE-754 floating point number representation

whereas m-files are executed with double precision. In extensive testing

(realized running the two functionally equivalent implementations on many

data-sets) the differences between matrices’ elements and estimated states

have been found to be negligible, implying numerical stability has been

achieved.

6.2.2 Execution time performances

Figure 6.4 shows two time-line plots, measured experimentally for the pro-

posed implementation. In the first plot the DSP was programmed to keep

a digital output line at a logical one while an EKF time step was being

executed and to toggle a second digital output line each time the filter

interrupt routine was called (see Chapter 3).

The second time-line plot shows the time needed to complete an EKF

time step for both a trivially coded version of the algorithm and the pro-

posed optimized implementation. The DSP was programmed to execute the
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two functionally equivalent versions of the EKF one after the other waiting

50µs in between.

It can be seen how, if not interrupted to estimate the motor side currents,

the DSP can execute an EKF time step in 16µs as opposed to the 52µs

required for the naive implementation considered.

Figure 6.4: Time-lines as measured experimentally programming the DSP
to toggle digital lines at specific events.

It is not trivial to benchmark the achieved execution speed as it is obvi-

ously dependent on the number of state variables of the considered system,

on the DSP used for the application as well as on the number and complex-

ity of tasks that need to be carried out aside the EKF algorithm.

Nevertheless, a brief literature survey [30, 37, 45, 46] shows that no pre-

viously proposed implementation achieved a sampling frequency of 25kHz

for an EKF tracking the state of a stepping motor.
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6.2.3 State tracking performances

Experimental setup

A dedicated test-bench has been developed to evaluate the state tracking

performances of the developed EKF-based observer.

In order to generate the data sets required to run the optimization pro-

cedure, the estimated control actions, motor phase currents and the shaft

angular position have been acquired exploiting the prototype DAQ func-

tionality described in chapter 3.

Using one of the available DSP output lines, these acquisitions have been

synchronized with that of the output of a Scaime torque meter mounted on

the motor shaft. The synchronous acquisition has been performed with a

dedicated LabVIEW VI and by making use of a National Instruments PCI-

6123 DAQ board. A synchronous motor acting on the same shaft as the

stepper motor under test has been used as an active brake to apply a pre-

programmed load torque that imitates the foreseen operating conditions. A

sample data set is shown in figure 6.5.

The availability of currents and control actions, as measured or estim-

ated directly by the DSP, guarantees that the noise generating processes

preserve their characteristics from the identification/tuning phase to the

final operation. This is an important aspect which has been disregarded in

previous works on similar applications, e.g. [37].

Experimental results

Satisfactory state tracking performances have been achieved. The estima-

tion error is surely influenced by the applied load torque but it does not

grow without bounds and it is quickly recovered while the load torque is

applied. We highlight that the chosen values for the load torque are not at

all negligible: the motor under test has a nominal pull-in torque of 2.5Nm,

the the synchronous motor has been programmed to produce a constant

load torque of -0.7Nm and, within the acquisition window, to induce a step
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Figure 6.5: Sample data set.

down to -1.4Nm and then back to -0.7Nm (see figure 6.5).

Figure 6.6 shows the qualitative behavior of state tracking on a sample

data set. Parameters for the system model and the EKF were set using the

optimization procedure described in chapter 5.

Figure 6.7 shows a zoomed version on the two states of most interest

i.e. the external torque and the shaft angular position.

For the designated application, particular attention is due to the position

tracking capabilities of the complete observer. To assess the performances

of the developed observer and the optimization procedure from this point of

view 6 data-sets have been generated. The optimization procedure has been

run on each one of them and the resulting observer has been validated on

each data-set (including the one used to evaluate the various cost functions

defined in the optimization procedure, henceforth referred to as the training
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Figure 6.6: Measured (blue) and estimated (green) states. Training data
set: 2. Validation data set: 1 (see table 6.4).

data set) using the MATLAB MEX code mentioned above.

Table 6.4 summarizes the position tracking performances with respect

to the following performance factors:
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Figure 6.7: Measured (blue) and estimated (green) states. Zoom on external
torque and position.

1. Mean error: ē = 1
N

∑N
k=1(θk − θ̂k|k).

2. Maximum error: emax = maxk |θk − θ̂k|k|.

3. RMSE: erms = 1√
N

√∑N
k=1(θk − θ̂k|k)2.
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where θk is the measured shaft angular position at instant k and θ̂k|k is the

shaft angular position as estimated by the EKF based observer at instant

k.

Data-set 1 2 3 4 5 6

1
ē 0.0008 0.0009 0.0004 0.0002 -0.0015 -0.0013
emax 0.0440 0.0459 0.0457 0.0428 0.0447 0.0446
erms 0.0073 0.0075 0.0083 0.0073 0.0092 0.0087

2
ē 0.0018 0.0032 0.0012 0.0073 0.0129 0.0111
emax 0.0240 0.0306 0.0259 0.0424 0.0511 0.0500
erms 0.0058 0.0064 0.0064 0.0103 0.0151 0.0136

3
ē -0.0016 -0.1716 -0.0022 -0.1910 -0.1427 -0.1785
emax 0.0262 1.0342 0.0300 1.0389 0.9191 1.0365
erms 0.0056 0.3408 0.0064 0.3705 0.2994 0.3524

4
ē 0.0018 0.0035 -0.1123 -0.0386 0.0022 0.0025
emax 0.0722 0.0389 0.1657 0.1421 0.0375 0.0363
erms 0.0089 0.0088 0.1178 0.0736 0.0081 0.0087

5
ē 0.0037 0.0035 0.0028 0.0024 -0.0004 0.0004
emax 0.0386 0.0404 0.0392 0.0371 0.0407 0.0486
erms 0.0092 0.0089 0.0097 0.0087 0.0090 0.0091

6
ē 0.0022 0.0023 0.0080 0.0041 0.0051 0.1108
emax 0.0376 0.0411 0.0747 0.0862 0.0718 0.1937
erms 0.0083 0.0084 0.0195 0.0157 0.0190 0.1199

Table 6.4: Position tracking performance Montecarlo results.

Rows span training data sets and columns span validation data sets. All

figures are reported in radians and refer to data-sets generated with a 720m

long cable connecting the motor to its driving electronics and sensors.

The optimization procedure described in chapter 5 has been implemen-

ted using the MATLAB environment exploiting both the optimization and

the statistical toolboxes.

It took roughly 40 hours to calculate the 6 optimal parameters sets (one

for each data-set) running on a dedicated node at the CERN LXPLUS

facility. Each node is equipped with two Intel Xeon Processors E5420 (4

cores each) and 16GB of RAM.
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In table 6.5 average and standard deviation are estimated for each per-

formance factor reported in table 6.4. This is done along the 5 validation

data-sets and for each training set.

Data-set Mean Standard Deviation

1
ē -0.0002 0.0011
emax 0.0447 0.0012
erms 0.0082 0.0008

2
ē 0.0069 0.0053
emax 0.0387 0.0130
erms 0.0103 0.0041

3
ē -0.1371 0.0778
emax 0.8110 0.4416
erms 0.2737 0.1522

4
ē -0.0204 0.0513
emax 0.0701 0.0555
erms 0.0305 0.0488

5
ē 0.0026 0.0013
emax 0.0408 0.0046
erms 0.0091 0.0004

6
ē 0.0043 0.0024
emax 0.0623 0.0216
erms 0.0142 0.0055

Table 6.5: Position tracking performance data-set related results.

From these figures it is evident that our optimization procedure and

implemented observer guarantee satisfactory positioning tracking perform-

ances in most cases (for a qualitative insight one should see figure 6.6). In

fact only data set 3 produces a parameter set yielding unacceptable posi-

tion tracking errors in validation. The fact that the optimization procedure

does not always succeed is expected: some data-sets may not be informative

enough for the given model set [40].
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6.2.4 Identification and tuning procedure results

As mentioned in the previous section the identification and tuning proced-

ure yields acceptable results in terms of state tracking. In particular, the

position estimation error achieved is small enough to envision a controller

built upon this information.

Nevertheless a few open issues remain. The model set is quite complex

as the given structure is non linear and this implies that a few local minima

can exist for the cost functions proposed in chapter 5. This is reflected in

the dependence of the parameters on the training data set.

In table 6.6 the parameter vector is unrolled for each data-set.

Parameter Data-set

Symbol Unit 1 2 3 4 5 6

R [Ω] 4.6027 1.9918 3.0404 2.9878 2.8547 2.9256
L [H] 0.0274 0.0480 0.0694 0.0560 0.0447 0.0317
Km [Nm/A] 3.3791 1.1494 1.0546 1.6444 3.6105 3.1027
J [Nms2rad2] 0.0002 0.0004 0.0004 0.0012 0.0045 0.0038
B [Nmsrad] 0.0696 0.1771 0.2429 0.7630 0.2545 0.6189
Tdm [Nm] 0.1180 0.5113 0.2284 1.9936 5.0169 4.2253
φ [rad] -3.0850 -2.6863 -2.6449 -2.6558 0.2590 0.3715
Q{1,1};{2,2} [A2] 0.3607 0.6405 0.1416 0.2851 0.8331 0.2301
Q3,3 [rad2/s2] 1.0112 7.2882 28.3222 85.0108 55.9636 27.4993
Q4,4 [rad2] 0.0003 0.0003 0.0000 0.0000 0.0002 0.0000
Q5,5 [Nm2] 0.0108 0.0114 0.0156 0.0066 0.0076 0.0076
R{1,1};{2,2} [A2] 0.0030 0.0019 0.0008 0.0019 0.0013 0.0003

Table 6.6: EKF optimal parameters for each data-set.

It is clear looking at these parameters that the model structure needs

to be improved: the parameters vector should not depend on the training

set (or at least its variations should be negligible).



7 Conclusions and future

directions

My interest is in the future
because I am going to spend the
rest of my life there.

Charles F. Kettering

In this chapter the main contributions of the work presen-

ted in this thesis are emphasized. Likewise, advantages and

cost reductions over possible alternatives are summarized.

Lastly, directions for future investigation are outlined.

7.1 Contributions

Two solutions have been proposed to achieve fine positioning of stepper

motors when driven via arbitrarily long cables.

A first solution, based on an open loop observer has been fully imple-

mented and its performances have been summarized in terms of position

repeatabilty and electromagnetic emissions.

A second, more complex control architecture, based on the combination

of the open-loop observer mentioned above and an Extended Kalman Filter,

has been proposed. The feed-back path has been fully designed, optimized

78
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and implemented for this solution and its behavior has been extensively

qualitatively and quantitatively described.

The main contributions of this thesis, which have been put forward to

satisfy our design goals, but remain of general interest are:

1. An automatic procedure to simultaneously tune the model parameters

and the EKF covariance matrices for a given EKF based control loop.

2. A versatile software architecture and some code optimization details

for the implementation of an EKF based control loop.

3. Innovative requirements for the driver’s hardware prototyping phase

that ensure informative and consistent data-sets, to be used in the

aforementioned automatic procedure, can be generated on-board.

7.2 Conclusions on the developed methods

The proposed control architectures present many advantages over the stand-

ard alternative options. Above, all the fully data-driven optimization pro-

cedure described in chapter 5 along with the self-adjusting cable-length

dependant motor-current estimator allow the installation of the driver to

be almost automatic and unmanned.

Furthermore, because of the data-driven nature of the optimization pro-

cedure, the proposed EKF algorithm could be potentially used with any

hybrid stepping motor whose model falls in the proposed model set. This

is a remarkable achievement and a notable advancement over commercially

available sensorless drivers. Drivers are normally supplied with a given

motor and only work with that specific motor.

In brief, quickly configuring the driver with both the motor parameters

(with values normally available in the documentation supplied by the mo-

tor’s manufacturer) and cable’s characteristic figures (which can be easily

measured for a cable sample in a laboratory, for example, with an RLC
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meter) it is possible to acquire enough information to tune the EKF ob-

server. The optimized observer can then be plugged into the DSP code at

almost no additional installation cost. These easy steps can be performed

with no information about the length of the cable connecting the motor

phases to their driving electronics and potentially with any hybrid stepping

motor.

7.3 Conclusions on the added value for the

considered application

The designed application for this driver is mission critical to the LHC oper-

ation: if the collimation system fails the beam is immediately dumped and

injection is aborted. This implies recovery from failures must be handled

as quickly as possible and lenghty configuration is not affordable.

In the LHC alone 139 collimators are installed. Each of the 4 step-

ping motors used to actuate the two carbon-composite bars is controlled

independently and therefore 556 drivers must be installed. Installation cost

plays a non-marginal role on the LHC Collimation Project budget and must

be minimized.

The proposed self-adjusting cable-length dependent IIR filter used to

estimate the motor side current greatly reduces installation costs and re-

placement time over an analogue alternative (which could, as a matter of

fact, be implemented on a cheaper DSP). If the open-loop motor side cur-

rent estimator had been realized in hardware with a second order lowpass

filter the DSP would have been relieved from the computational burden of

the estimation but a given driver would have operated only with one specific

cable length.

Likewise, if the identification and EKF tuning had to be performed “by

hand” each driver would have requested a few man-hours of an experienced

engineer to tweak the various parameters involved in the Extended Kalman

Filter algorithm yielding a likely worse estimation performance anyway.
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7.4 Outlook

Future investigation should focus on improving the model structure. Hy-

brid stepping motors are complex physical systems and modeling them from

first principles requires a considerable effort. In particular, the need for a

computationally light model leads to various simplifications. Unlike other

motor types such as DC motors or synchronous motors, a lack of a well

established model for hybrid stepping motors is evident from literature sur-

veys [47–49]. Some terms, such as the detent torque, are often neglected and

even when included are loosely justified, furthermore, the proposed struc-

ture of their contribution varies from source to source. In fact, depending

on the magnetic circuit approximation adopted, this torque turns out to

be dependent either on the second or on the fourth electrical harmonic. A

quick experiment carried out with our testbench suggested a dependance

on the shaft angular velocity may help in discriminating between the two

cases.

The next major effort should naturally be devoted to design and imple-

mentation of the state feedback controller.
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